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ATTENTION MR EDDY MATHONSI

SECRETARY

HOME AFFAIRS PORTFOLIO COMMITTEE

PARLIAMENT

 

ELECTORAL ACT AMENDMENTS

 

Dear Mr Mathonsi,

 

I am responding to the advertisement in the Sunday Times 18th August
relating to proposed changes  to the Electoral Act . Thank you for the
opportunity to comment.

 

It is encouraging that the Department of Home Affairs is considering
amending  the Electoral Act.

 

The proposed amendments to the Act are necessary, especially regarding
provisions that all South African Citizens, wherever they may be ,should  be
able to exercise their democratic right to vote.

 

It is disappointing however, that no specific amendements  are  Iindicated
in your advertisement  that would enable  the Independent  Electoral
Commission (IEC) to digitalise  and make use of modern IT Technology  in an
electronic voting system. Hopefully you will be willing and able to include
Electronic Voting as an Agenda item  for the Portfolio Committee Meeting. It
is very important . The IEC has the necessary expertise. The IEC conference
on e voting, held in Cape Town during February, indicated that electronic
voting is the way forward. It is inevitable that modern technology will
eventually prevail.  20 countries are currently considering changing to
electronic voting. Surely South Africa should also make electronic voting
possible

 

Several Countries, including Namibia, employ  electronic voting systems  and
enjoy the significant socio economic benefits that result in change from
paper backed systems.  Voters may well ask that as  Namibia has changed to
an electronic voting system, why should South Africa not do so.
Demographics in both countries are similar? Apart from the significant cost
savings, there is the favourable  green environmental impact. No longer is
it necessary to cut down thousands of threes to make hundreds of tons of
special voting  paper for each  election.

 

On my behalf as a registered voter, and on behalf of many other registered
voters, I therefore make an earnest appeal that  a change  to electronic
voting  be permitted, and  the necessary changes to the Electoral Act  be
included in the Electoral Act Amendment Bill(B22‑2013)

 

I am willing to make a verbal presentation to  your Committee, and would
value the opportunity of explaining the many socio economic benefits and
reasons why a change  must  eventually be made to Electronic Voting. It is
indeed in the National Interest that such  a change   be made

 

 

Kind Regards

 

Red Haines
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